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DESIGNATED AUDIENCE: All Church and family heads who have responsibility over and to train
others, all Church people, and those who want to go all the way with Christ, having God’s best.
SUBJECT: URGENT ALERT. The current severe financial crisis and other key signs now
signal most strongly that Revelation’s Tribulation’s coming can be imminent, even this
September-October. You are urged to warn, brief, prepare, and train your people. Please
read this summary report prayerfully and with serious comprehension. Understand
throughly, that the Rapture will come Post-Tribulational (it will be explained why).
This report gives the reader a summary with a major emphasis for how Revelation’s endtimes can
(will) soon unfold. Do not be misled to believe that the current seemingly good conditions will
continue indefinitely or that you will miss the Tribulation. To do so, as being presented, are major
mistakes. (In any case, believing in a Pre-Tribulation one must hedge about being wrong and
understand what is being presented and do all that is recommended.)
CHRIST’S RETURN AND THE TRIBULATION COMING: Christ will return in the future after the
Endtimes Tribulation at the Feast of Trumpets. The Endtimes Tribulation, being a nonfractional number of years can begin at some Feast of Trumpets. THIS YEAR (2008) THE
FEAST OF TRUMPETS IS SEPTEMBER 29 AND 30 WITH TEN DAYS OF REPENTANCE
FOLLOWING. Thus, a most strong candidate time for the calamity coming (that will bring the
Tribulation) can (may) be in just a few days.
Our church people need to be briefed, warned, and trained (I am willing to help) before the
Tribulation as possible and/or shortly after the Tribulation begins. Train your people,
especially the children and youth, to walk by strong faith standing strong on the basic Bible
doctrines so they will not fall away when the persecution comes. Churches and families
need to put in (procure) needed provisions that can last a period of weeks without needing
to go to the market place. Failure to do this (especially for provisions and other needs;
including water), our people will be caught blind sided when the Tribulation comes and is
lived out. We must not let this happen. All must have jobs. The Tribulation will come some
time, and then, without warning apart from the signs. Because the time to the Tribulation
now can be short, we need to do the above as soon as we can, even in the first part of the
Tribulation to the degree that we can. Place all church people into small home groups for
mutual support. Church buildings will be closed.
The endtimes unfold in a special sequence which is described later. One must know this
sequence to know what is happening and why.
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION: We are not sure of all the details, but signs (presented later), now
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all around us, signal most loudly that the Endtimes (Revelation’s) Tribulation can come any time.
Discussion above show it could come this year (late September and early October on the Jewish
Feast of Trumpets and Repentance Period). However, only God knows the timing.
Whether or not it will come this year, we do not know, but we are warning that it could. If not this
year, then soon, or in the next few years. This report is written from the perspective it very likely will
come this year. But we are not making predictions. It may come next year or in the next few
years. The situation needed to bring the Tribulation could still take a year or more. But we
must be ready whenever it comes. But under no conditions continue business as usual.
Israel did this, and they were caught unprepared and blind sided. Implement the
recommended actions presented in this report and be prepared for whenever the Tribulation
will come.
We fully realize that believers have different views for when the Rapture of the Church will
occur such as with respect to the Endtimes Tribulation. However, our reports listed later,
show “conclusively” that the Rapture will come at Christ’s Second Coming after the
Endtimes Tribulation and that there is an Endtimes Tribulation. They show that a PreTribulation Rapture is not possible and will not happen. Once one understands the spiritual
warfare and God’s basis for ending history, this conclusion will be most clear.

We show later how we can tell when we are in the Endtimes Tribulation and
what we should “urgently” do when the calamity and Tribulation signs occur.
WATCHMAN WARNING SIGNS: God is now most seriously warning that judgment on the
United States is imminent. Signs that signal the Endtimes Tribulation is coming soon include the
current extreme violent storms, the pending extreme crashing of our (and the world’s) economy,
same sex marriages and abortion to eliminate the birth of the elect, thousands of our churches are
falling away, we are no longer enduring sound doctrine, we cannot tell the difference between the
holy and the profane (loud Rock repetitive beat music and speaking in false tongues are profane rock music came from voodooism and was used to call up demons and evil spirits), and we are
dumbing down our training, particularly to our youth. We are generating the immature church with
a loss of biblical intellect and with a low plateau of biblical knowledge. We are no longer enduring
sound doctrine. Many of our youth are leaving the Church after they leave high school. Only a few
people now know endtimes prophecy today (not much prophecy has been taught for some time)
. As time progresses, few will know the Bible in any depth. Our world is being changed. This is
satanic strategy. When the Endtimes Tribulation comes, few will know what is happening.
Russia and China have major militaries. Russia has war ships in our area and China has military
bases in southern Mexico. Using Mexican trucks, she could bring atomic weapons unnoticed into
the United States There are plans to unite the United States, Mexico, and Canada into one nation
and have a new currency and Constitution.
(David Wilkerson in his book: America’s Last Call, 1998 (America is on the brink of a financial
holocaust) states: (1) The flash point for the judgment of God comes at the very hour a militant
homosexual spirit rises up and attacks what is divine and holy; and (2) the Bible warns that when
God pours out His judgment on nations, He begins by crippling the economy.)
God’s judgment can only be postponed if we have a “major revival” amongst our churches.
Reform can slow things down, but, by itself, it does not and cannot work to change matters. Only
with true revival amongst His people will God heal the nation. But, generally, because of their
current doctrinal (including miss) understanding and present (including wrong) practices, such a
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revival is most unlikely. But you and I can have revival. Regardless of the past, lets make the future
the best we can have (Philippines 3:13). But this requires us to be outcome oriented. Thus, we
should work to evangelize our complete local areas (particularly the children), not just do some
evangelism. (We must remember that 85% of those who come to Christ do so in the ages of 4-14.
If we are to change our nation, we must begin with the children.) We should work to mature our
people in Christ at the maximum skill levels and not just work for spiritual growth. We must choose
music that brings true worship to God and not that which gives us an experience.
2 Chronicles 7:14 - and My people who are called by My name humble themselves and pray, and
seek My face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, will forgive their sin,
and will heal their land. (Notice the Scripture says my (God’s) people, not the nation’s people who
are not believers.)
We will do the best if we search all the Scripture for ALL that God wants us to do and to the degree
by which He wants it done and do so with urgency, expediency, and excellence - and do nothing
else. But how many churches will do this or are doing this? Do they know how? Do you have a
written document where anyone can come and read all of what God wants done? Does any
church? (Of course we can update our document when we gain more understanding.) This is the
major problem - churches are doing more of what they think, not what God thinks, is best. They are
working many things together for good, instead of only trusting God to do so. Churches very often
are doing many-many good things on a scale of 0-4, but are lacking on a scale of 8-10. What keeps
them from 8-10, is that they do not appreciate God’s extreme Greatness and know their TOTAL
job under the Lord. They are not attempting to evangelize complete local areas, are not adequately
reaching out to evangelize and train children, and are not adequately maturing their people. They
are teaching mainly only first level and leaving out God’s Whole Counsel. The apostle Paul said
that He was not guilty of the people’s blood because He taught them the whole counsel (purpose)
of God. The main cause of our churches falling away is the falling away of her leadership.
They no longer endure sound doctrine and cannot tell the difference between the holy and
the profane. Because of their poor doctrinal condition, leaders do not always know they are
doing wrong. In their hearts, they want to do right. If church leadership knew doctrine and did
some research, they would never use rock type loud beat music in the church.
BACKGROUND UNDERSTANDING: To better understand how the endtimes come, one needs
to understand the strategies in the spiritual warfare between Christ and Satan and the special
sequence for how God terminates history using the Tribulation. (This sequence is presented in the
next section.) Christ’s job is to bring all of God’s elect to believe the Gospel and to accomplish
God’s chosen work. Satan, on the other hand, works to prevent some of these. Thus, when you see
things happening, remember these strategies. (For example, Satan works for same sex marriages
and for abortion so that the elect may not be born. He also works in the churches to fall away and
to sin so that God will allow Him to bring the Endtimes Tribulation where He has more power to act
and rule. For example, great sins of the Church today are to use the devil’s loud repetitive beat rock
music and to join secularism (worldly things) with biblical things - bringing the world into the church.
Other sins include not maturing one’s people and not evangelizing complete local areas. Others
are requiring one to be water baptized and/or to join a church in order to be saved. Some teach
wrongly that one can lose their salvation (once truly having it) with sin. Many churches do not have
adequate doctrinal discernment and statements (do not know sufficient Christian beliefs) and do
not preach the true Gospel. Many churches may look good, but do not have Christian leaders (they
are not saved). (See my report: God’s Plan Over History for Man to Become Mature in Christ
Needed to Eternally Know and Relate to Our Perfect God in His Greatness for a more detailed
understanding of this spiritual warfare and how the endtimes unfold with a Tribulation and PostTribulation Rapture. For example, the Rapture cannot occur until Christ is declared the winner
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of the spiritual warfare which declared at the seventh trumpet after the Endtimes Tribulation.
This also is described later.)
THE SPECIAL SEQUENCE FOR HOW THE ENDTIMES UNFOLD: God has established a special
endtimes pattern sequence with a most favored nation by which He plans to terminate history. This
sequence is now operational after the forming of the United States. (He used a similar sequence
to judge and terminate Israel - as of the Cross.) We call this a pattern sequence because the
events of Revelation unfold in a similar sequence as to what happened to Old Testament Israel
(e.g. Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28 with the prophets). This endtimes pattern sequence is
developed from the Scriptures “in detail” in my book: Watchman Warning in the chapter: The
Sequence of Revelation. This chapter is on my website.

(Understanding this pattern sequence shows how the United States is found
indirectly in the Bible, in prophecy, and in Revelation - her general
characteristics match those of Israel. It gives us keen insight for how
Revelation’s events unfold.)
The general sequence of the endtimes on God’s favored nation (now the United States - was Israel)
is that He brings great blessing in her general obedience (God has blessed the United States more
than any nation in history by orders, orders, orders, orders of magnitude (more than Israel and
England) showing she is a most favored nation), God brings warning with increased
disobedience (which is happening now). With greatly increased disobedience, He places her
under divine discipline for a time period under the rule of a world government beginning with a most
terrible calamity. In these endtimes the discipline period is the Endtimes Tribulation with
world government. This period beginning with calamity is now imminent. (For Israel (the
Southern Kingdom), for example, the discipline period was for seventy years under the rule
of Babylon). He delivers His people to Himself after the discipline period. (It should be observed
that God’s wrath the Church will miss occurs in the time of Revelation’s seven bowls which occur
during Christ’s Coming and after the Rapture and after the Tribulation.)
In these endtimes, this deliverance will be “after” the Endtimes Disciplinary Tribulation by the
Rapture to Christ at His Second Coming after the heavenly court shows (declares) that Christ has
won the spiritual warfare over Satan at the seventh trumpet. Then He destroys the world empire
(now all unbelievers remaining). At this time, after the Mark-of-the-Beast Period, all people who are
to live will have made formal and binding decisions to receive or deny the Gospel. The Rapture
cannot occur until after all people who are to live, have lived and have made these formal
decisions. (E.g. The wheat (believers) cannot be separated from the tares (unbelievers) (in
Rapture) until after the tares are bundled for the fire (in the Tribulation as they take the Mark of the
Beast)). There is much more.
(I have web site reports that show “conclusively” there is an Endtimes Tribulation and that the
Rapture can only come Post Tribulational at the marriage of the Lamb at Christ’s Second Coming.
See the report: The Pattern View of Prophecy - The Many Doctrines of Prophecy Show Clearly the
Rapture Will Come Post-Tribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ’s Second Coming. Manymany Bible doctrines teach and show that a Pre-Trib Rapture cannot and will not happen. I have
a report on my web site that shows the many-many interpretive errors upon which this wrong view
is based: Summary Report: Interpretation Errors That Wrongly Help Establish the Pre-Tribulation
Rapture View - Interpretation Errors Showing The Pre-Tribulation Rapture View Is Incorrect And
Is Not Taught in Scripture).
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People generally are not knowledgeable of the details concerning Bible prophecy for they
will not take time to read more than a paragraph and the churches seldom teach it. The
situation is multi-faceted, many doctrines are involved, and it takes time to learn. You can
learn much of the Bible’s overall big picture by reading my report on God’s Plan for History including
the spiritual warfare and the basis for how God terminates history and brings the Rapture: God’s
Plan Over History for Man to Become Mature in Christ Needed to Eternally Know and Relate to Our
Perfect God in His Greatness. This report is must reading by every Christian to know of God’s
plan for us to gain maturity in Christ, how and why the endtimes unfold, and the basis for
how God brings the Rapture and terminates history. I have many other reports on my web site
such as on prophecy and how our churches are falling away.)
POTENTIAL ENDTIMES SCENARIO FOR HOW THINGS WILL HAPPEN: We know from the
pattern sequence that a world government (with its nations) will attack the favored nation and put
her and the world’s nations under world government for divine discipline. This happens when God’s
people fall sufficiently away which is happening in our churches today. (The falling away of the
Church, particularly in America, is responsible for the Tribulation coming - thus she will go through
it.) We know from Revelation 6:8 that war with come with the sword, famine, disease, and even
attacks by wild beasts. These gives us a biblical overview and overlay for the secular events. The
signs are also given that precede the calamity. They were previously presented.
With this overlay, we can add what we learn from current events that fit under the overlay. This is
now presented. Because these are current events, we might not be right on how they will be used.
Many are taken from the Old Testament in Israel’s pattern sequence. We do know that evil people
under Satan have been planning world government for many years, and they are behind what can
be happening. And remember, Satan and his people do not care about us. They just want to
establish world government over which they (and Satan) will rule. Satan, as stated, wants a form
of world government (mark-of-the-beast system) that will help prevent the elect from believing and
accomplishing God’s chosen work. The latter must happen if he is to win the warfare (but which will
not happen). Satan wants to rule the world and he can forever if some of the elect do not believe
or do not accomplish some of God’s chosen work.
The following is a most likely scenario (but may not be correct in every aspect) for how the calamity
and world government very likely will come (the Endtimes Tribulation): (See our report: The
Endtimes Scenario for How Revelation’s Events Unfold The Pattern View of Prophecy for many
details.)

Knowing what follows, one can know they are in the Endtimes
Tribulation when these things happen - learn the details.
The Calamity: The United States and Israel will most likely bomb Iran. We will no longer buy oil
from the Arab nations - now very likely mainly only from Russia. The Muslim nations will go partly
bankrupt. These combination of events will cause a most major war in the middle east with Russian
and China participating, against the Muslim nations. Remember, Russia, China, Germany, and
others nations, representing world government, will rule the world government. In the Tribulation,
the Muslim nations do not play any prominent role - their present power will be taken away, and
they will be warred against and ruled by the world government. Satan has been using the
increasing and expanding power of Islam as a means to bring a major world war to establish world
government. He is also using Islam so millions of people will not find Christ and His Gospel.
As this is happening, Russia, China, Germany, and others will very likely atomically blow up and
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plague several American cities, according to the pattern sequence and at least Revelation 6:8.
(These countries may not be necessarily against America, but are using this tact to help bring world
government over which they will rule. Satan and his people want this and this is the tact of world
government.) This, with the severe financial crisis in America, will cause the stock market to crash
and the infrastructure to fail (before, during, and/or after the attack.) Goods will stop getting to the
market place. Those who do not have stored food, can be in a state of famine. The then president
will declare Marshall law. Our present Constitution and government will go away. He then will place
us under the military rule of world government. In all of this, they will most likely preserve the
functions of America and preserve areas were military weapons and special satellites are
being manufactured.
Under World Government (the first part of the Tribulation): As the calamity and Tribulation
continue, the following most likely will happen some time in the first few months or years after the
Tribulation begins (this is happening because the American church with her leadership has fallen
away and things will increasingly happen as the church continues to increasingly fall away):
(There are several parts of the Tribulation in Revelation with the final leading to the Mark-of-theBeast system. These details will not be discussed here. See Watchman Warning.)
* There will come power black outs in parts of the nation. (This one item will come during the
calamity or soon afterward.) Military will come and arrest several million church pastors and
leaders and patriot leaders. They will take them to a place of execution. Then much of the
church and patriots will drift without leaders. Leaders should look now for places of refuge and
go there - particularly when the black outs come. (Church leaders can be the first to be executed
because they are mainly responsible for the Church falling away and bringing the Tribulation.)
* As time progresses, they will establish a world religion (mother and child worship system?). They
will make war with Christians and patriots. They will bring them persecution, incarceration, and
martyrdom. (The concept is to prevent the elect from believing and accomplishing God’s work.)
This is why they will push same sex marriages and abortion. Then the elect may not be born.
* The government will educate the children and the youth without the parents being able to do
anything about it. They will be indoctrinated into world religion without Bibles (no longer printed)
and Christ and into the concept of world government. This happened to the children of Israel.
They plan to build a world without Christ, salvation, and maturity in Christ, but with a religion that
looks correct that will deceive even the elect. (We must train our children now while we still can.
But what are we doing - what must we do now to help prevent this happening?)
* They, in time, will confiscate all property (real estate) and force people to rent. We are going into
socialism where everyone will need jobs - everyone will have to work. They will make war against
all who do not fit into world religion and government such as Africa, and those who do not work
such as the retired, and the disabled. Anyone who has independent assets to live without
working most likely will be warred against. (Also, the great bail out of the United States
financial crisis is to print more money. This, in time, will cause a major and great inflation.
Thus, we are headed toward an inflationary depression. We will have money, but it will
buy, but little. This will cause thousands to lose their jobs, when insufficient goods are
being purchased. This will cause the situation to worsen. (Again, realize that Satan does
not care anything about us as believers and the world.)
* There will come a new world government organization under military rule for how the nations
relate. There will be a new economic system(s) and new currencies.
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With the stock market crash and property confiscation, the government will have taken away
most of the savings particularly of the middle class. We will be left with the rich who are the
rulers and the poor, who are the ruled. The poor will have but few assets by which to do
God’s major will. Everyone will need jobs. So do not give up your job now to retire. All
missionaries should seek to have jobs NOW because their financial support most likely will
cease or greatly decrease.
WHAT TO DO NOW AND IN THE ENDTIMES TRIBULATION AS LONG AS CONDITIONS
ALLOW: Place all your church people immediately into small home groups for mutual
support and Bible training before the government closes the church building doors. Train
your children and youth now while you still can to walk by strong faith and to stand strong
in Christ under difficult conditions. Later your children and youth will be taken from you. Put
in major supplies for a few months before the Tribulation begins or shortly (immediately) after it
begins. Purchase now all the Bibles and Christian materials you will need for the next few years.
With raids on supplies and with the infrastructure down, in time there will be few goods in the
market place. Thoroughly understand this.
Read and do, with urgency, what is written in my two newsletter reports: (1) Summary: Approach
Needed to Becoming Mature in Christ-likeness in Relationship Living (September 7, 2008; 7
pages); and most urgently (2) How To Know When We Are in the Endtimes Tribulation (What We
Should Do Now Before and Later During the Tribulation) (August 8, 2008; 10 pages). The second
report covers similar material to this report, but in “much more detail,” especially how to prepare
and train your churches and families and what happens in the Tribulation. You will be greatly blest
if you will read these reports. But time can be short, read them now and carry out the presented
recommendations. Do this now with urgency.
REMEMBER: From the eternal perspective, the only thing that really matters is that each of us gain
a mature maximum high-skill spiritual ability in Christ-likeness walking as He walked in relationship
living to the Father. This is so, that in eternity, we have the spiritual ability to know and relate to God
in His depth breadth. Apart from this relationship, in the eternal perspective, there is nothing.
However, regardless of the degree of our maturity, we need to believe that Christ died for our sins
so we can go to heaven. Of course it is better to be in heaven with little maturity than not to be
there. And with whatever maturity we have, we will live a perfect life with God with Him directing all
things. But having greater skill with maturity, we can most likely know more of God and be
used in greater ways of God according to His infinite Greatness. And as stated above, apart
from this, there is nothing.
THE MAIN JOB OF THE CHURCH: It must be remembered that the main job of the church is
to mature her people to walk as Christ walks (dead to self) living out what Christ is working
in us, being outcome oriented, not mainly work for spiritual growth, being mainly
procedurally oriented. Of course, we need to do both.

For this to best take place, one should learn from the Bible all the
characteristics of being mature in Christ (being outcome oriented) and God’s
methods for getting there (being procedurally oriented). These should be
written on paper (computer), and taught to all church and family leadership and
then to the entire church and families. Again, we can update as we learn more
and we can help each other. God uses us as a team with a variety of gifts
(abilities).
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As a start, from my web site, you can get my report: Living by God’s Righteousness, and study my
ppt charts: Christian-Life Relationship Principles. I am available to help train, warn, and brief and
to gather trained staff that can train one to evangelize and disciple the children, including starting
and operating after-school Bible clubs.
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